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To Yunus Faziloglu/USA/VERITAS@VERITAS
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bcc

Subject RE: CS02717 LD Research FCC ID: TFB-MATRIXLP TCB 

Questions

Hello Yunus,

 

Please see our responses below, as well as the corresponding attachments.

 

Thanks!

 

Regards,
 

Teresa White

Quality Manager

Document Coordinator
 

 

LS Research, LLC

Direct:  262.421.4991

Fax:  262.364.2649
 

 

 

 

 
Notice:  This message and any included attachments are intended only for the use of the addressee , and may contain 

information that is privileged or confidential .  If you are not the intended recipient , you are hereby notified that any  

review, copying or distribution of this communication is strictly prohibited .  If you have received this e -mail in error , 

please destroy the original message and any copies or printouts hereof .  Any views or opinions presented are soley  

those of the author of this e-mail, and do not necessarily represent those of LS Research , LLC, unless otherwise  

specifically stated.

From: yfaziloglu@curtis-straus.com [mailto:yfaziloglu@curtis-straus.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2007 10:00 AM
To: Teresa White
Subject: CS02717 LD Research FCC ID: TFB-MATRIXLP TCB Questions

 

Hi Teresa,

Please address the following issues for this application,

1. Modular approval request letter uses an incorrect FCC ID (missing "P" at the end).

Corrected modular approval request letter attached



2. Can 10mW power amplifier setting be changed for this 10mW module by the OEM installers? 

Manual mentions power amplifier 10mW/100mW option. Please clarify.

The 10mW module power amplifier setting is fixed to 10mW.  The 100mW module referenced in 
the user’s manual is a separate module to be certified separately.  The user’s manual is intended 
to be common for both modules in the family.

3. Item 3 of the modular approval request letter, mentions 2.4 -3.6V range for the power 

amplifier. Page 38 of the report shows that unit was transmitting a 3.9VDC level. Has the 

operating voltage range of the module been verified to see unit actually refuses to transmit 

beyond the 2.4 -3.6V range? 

The test results presented on the module used specific test code that does not prevent operation 
outside the declared operating voltage range.  The application code that is provided to the OEM 
user’s has this functionality included and it has been tested and verified.

4. An RF exposure exhibit is needed; showing that maximum of conducted power or EIRP level 

for the module is below the low threshold of 60/f(GHz) and therefore it complies with FCC's RF 

exposure limits for a portable device. MPE calculation should not be used for portable devices.

Compliance with the exposure guidelines of 47 CFR 15.247 document attached.

5. Manual must include warning against collocation with any other antenna or transmitter as part 

of the RF exposure warnings as follows:

"This transmitter must not be co-located or operating in conjunction with any 
other antenna or transmitter."

Revised User’s Manual attached.
 

Best Regards,

Yunus Faziloglu

Curtis-Straus LLC

Bureau Veritas

NOTICE: This message contains information which is confidential and the copyright of our 

company or a third party. If you are not the intended recipient of this message please delete it and 

destroy all copies. If you are the intended recipient of this message you should not disclose or 

distribute this message to third parties without the consent of our company. Our company does 

not represent, warrant and/or guarantee that the integrity of this message has been maintained nor 

that the communication is free of virus, interception or interference. The liability of our company 



is limited by our General Conditions of Services.


